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Abstract

Dating sediment burial over million-year time scales is crucial in many areas of the Earth sciences and archeology,
but is often difficult using traditional techniques. Sediment burial can be dated by the radioactive decay of cosmogenic
nuclides, provided that the sediment was exposed to cosmic rays prior to burial. Dating calculations are straightforward
if sediment is buried deeply and rapidly enough to prevent cosmogenic nuclide production after burial. However, the
analysis can be complicated by postburial production if sediment is insufficiently shielded from secondary cosmic-ray
nucleons and muons. This paper discusses how buried sediments can be dated over timescales up to 5 Myr using 26Al
and 10Be in quartz. ß 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Dating sediment deposition over million-year
timescales is important in many areas of geology,
geomorphology, and paleoanthropology. Fluvial
sediments reveal the pace of landscape evolution,
and can be used to determine how quickly basins
¢ll and rivers incise in response to active tectonics
or climate change. Dating fossil-bearing sediments
is crucial for deciphering the pattern of biological
evolution, in particular hominid evolution, over

the past several million years. Yet continental
sediments are often di¤cult to date over these
timescales in the absence of volcanic or biostrati-
graphic markers. In this paper we present a dis-
cussion of recently developed techniques for dat-
ing buried sediment that are based on the
radioactive decay of cosmogenic nuclides.

Cosmogenic radionuclides such as 26Al and
10Be are produced, in both the atmosphere and
within minerals near the Earth's surface, by nu-
clear reactions initiated by cosmic-ray particles
[1]. Although the nuclides are produced in very
small quantities in rocks, the development of ac-
celerator mass spectrometry (AMS) techniques
over the past 20 yr has made their measurement
routine at levels as low as 106 atoms (see [2]).

Dating materials by radioactive decay of cos-
mogenic nuclides requires ¢rst that radionuclides
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be produced within the sample, and second that
the sample has subsequently been shielded from
cosmic radiation. In this paper we will focus on
26Al and 10Be produced in situ within quartz. The
relatively long half-lives of these two nuclides
make them useful for dating materials that were
deposited over the past ¢ve million years.

26Al and 10Be are particularly useful for burial
dating because the ratio of their production rates
within mineral grains is well known and roughly
independent of factors such as latitude, altitude,
depth below the surface, and time [3,4]. As we will
discuss in detail later in this paper, the 26Al/10Be
ratio can therefore be used to date sediment burial
while minimizing the confounding issues of pro-
duction rate variations through time and space
[5^7].

The burial dating technique was proposed by
Lal and Arnold [5] and later elaborated by Lal
[7]. Klein et al. [6] were the ¢rst to use the 26Al/
10Be pair experimentally, showing that clasts of
Libyan desert glass had spent part of their histor-
ies buried within migrating sand dunes. Several
other researchers have used the 26Al/10Be pair to
test for burial, but not to date a burial event. For
example, Nishiizumi et al. [3] showed that quartz
beneath the 0.76 Myr Bishop Tu¡ had depressed
26Al/10Be ratios, though the data were di¤cult to
interpret in detail. Bierman et al. [8] measured low
26Al/10Be ratios in glacially carved bedrock, and
attributed this to potentially repeated episodes of
burial and exhumation beneath glacial till, snow
or ice. Granger et al. [9] were the ¢rst to use the
26Al/10Be ratio to explicitly date sediment burial;
they determined river incision rates by dating al-
luvial gravels that were washed into caves over
the past 1.5 Myr. More recently, Granger and
Smith [10] have dated 1.5 Myr alluvial deposits
in Kentucky, USA, by measuring concentrations
of 26Al and 10Be over a 10 m deep pro¢le.
Granger et al. [11] used 26Al/10Be ratios in sedi-
ments deposited in Mammoth Cave, KY, USA to
infer the incision history of the nearby Green Riv-
er over the past 3.5 Myr. These recent examples
illustrate the wide applicability of burial dating,
both in deeply buried cave sediments and in sedi-
mentary deposits that may be less than 10 m deep.

Burial dating is in some respects similar to a

di¡erent technique called surface exposure dating,
in that both rely on the in situ production of
cosmogenic nuclides. It is crucial for both meth-
ods that in situ production decreases with depth
beneath the ground surface, approaching zero at
large depths. The methods di¡er, however, both
in how they measure time intervals and in the
problems that they are useful for.

In surface exposure dating (see reviews [12^15]),
it is assumed that a rock which initially contains
no cosmogenic nuclides is suddenly exposed to
cosmic radiation. This can occur, for example,
by a glacier, a river or a landslide removing
many meters of rock from a landscape [16^18].
Over time, cosmogenic nuclides accumulate in
the rock, and indicate how long the rock has
been exposed.

Burial dating works in a fundamentally di¡er-
ent way. It is assumed that a rock has been ex-
posed to cosmic rays for su¤cient time to acquire
an inventory of various cosmogenic nuclides. The
clast is then buried quickly, so that cosmogenic
production e¡ectively ceases. Burial could be
achieved by sediment being washed into a cave
or being covered by many meters of overburden.
In contrast to surface exposure dating, burial dat-
ing requires radioactive nuclides. After produc-
tion has stopped, each radionuclide will decay
with the appropriate half-life. By measuring the
concentrations of several (at least two) nuclides,
we can determine how long the clast has been
buried.

Burial dating requires at least two nuclides be-
cause there are at least two unknowns in the
clast's history. First, it is not known how long
the clast was exposed prior to burial. Second, it
is not known how long the clast has been buried.
So, a model for the preburial nuclide accumula-
tion must be used. The proper model will depend
on whether the clast was derived from a landscape
eroding in steady state or not, but it will always
contain at least one unknown parameter such as
the exposure time. The concentrations of two dif-
ferent cosmogenic nuclides in the same clast pro-
vide enough information to solve for two un-
knowns.

There are several important points which we
will consider in more detail later in this paper:
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1. Since a rock's exposure history prior to burial
is not known, determining burial ages requires
certain assumptions concerning its exposure to
cosmic rays.

2. If the clast is not buried deeply enough, some
secondary cosmic-ray particles may still pene-
trate the overburden and produce cosmogenic
nuclides. This complicates the analysis, but an
age determination is still possible.

3. The upper and lower age limits that can accu-
rately be inferred depend upon the decay rates
of the nuclides used, the precision of the AMS
measurement and chemical preparation, uncer-
tainties in cosmogenic nuclide production rates
and how they vary through time, and the du-
ration of the initial exposure.

4. In this paper, we focus most attention on bur-
ial dating using two unstable cosmogenic nu-
clides. As we discuss in Section 6, however, it is
possible to use one stable and one unstable
nuclide.

2. In situ production of cosmogenic nuclides

When primary cosmic-ray particles (mostly pro-
tons) strike the Earth's atmosphere, a variety of
particles is produced. For the in situ production
of 26Al and 10Be at or below the surface, two
types of these secondary cosmic rays are impor-
tant: nucleons (neutrons and protons) and
muons. Neutrons (and some protons) produce
26Al and 10Be via spallation reactions in quartz,
whereas muons produce these nuclides via two
mechanisms. Production by slow muons comes
via negative muon capture reactions, while fast
muons initiate cascades of particles which can
produce 26Al and 10Be. (For speci¢city, we will
discuss the case of 26Al and 10Be production in
quartz, although the ideas and equations are more
generally applicable.)

For quartz on the surface, the production rate
due to nucleons is much larger than that due to
the muons. However, muons penetrate much fur-
ther than nucleons, so that at su¤cient depth pro-
duction by muons becomes dominant.

Production by nucleons as a function of depth
can be accurately modeled by a simple exponen-

tial law [4,7] :

PAl;n�z� � A0e3z=L0 ; PBe;n�z� � B0e3z=L0 �1�

where P is the production rate, with subscripts Al
and Be representing 26Al and 10Be, and n denotes
nucleonic production; z is the depth below the
surface, and the nucleon decay length is given
by L0W160/b cm [19], where b is the density of
the overburden (in g/cm3). Production rates at
the surface depend on latitude and altitude
[1,7,20]. Although there is not yet a consensus
on their precise values, reasonable estimates, for
sea level and high latitude are A0W30 and B0W5,
in units of atoms per year per gram of quartz
[21].

Recent work [22^25] has shown that both slow
muon and fast muon components are functions of
depth that are not readily modeled by simple an-
alytic expressions. Granger and Smith [10] have
shown that, for many purposes, a reasonable ¢t
can be achieved by using the sum of three expo-
nential terms:

PAl;W�z� � A1e3z=L1 � A2e3z=L2 � A3e3z=L3 �2�

PBe;W�z� � B1e3z=L1 � B2e3z=L2 � B3e3z=L3 �3�

The ¢rst two terms in Eqs. 2 and 3 describe the
production due to capture of slow negative
muons. Production due to fast muons is more
di¤cult to ¢t; the ¢nal terms in Eqs. 2 and 3
model this fast muon component reasonably
well up to depths of about 5000/b cm. The attenu-
ation lengths are given by L1W738/b cm,
L2W2688/b cm, and L3W4360/b cm. For typical
overburden densities (bW2.6 g/cm3) the muon
length scales are given by L1W284 cm,
L2W1034 cm, and L3W1677 cm, whereas the nu-
cleon length scale is given by L0W62 cm. The
coe¤cients Aj and Bj are not yet known with
good precision. Estimates for their magnitude, at
sea level and high latitude and in units of atoms
per year per gram of quartz are A1W0.72,
A2W0.16, A3W0.19, B1W0.09, B2W0.02, and
B3W0.02 (for details, see [23,24]).

Though production by muons is dwarfed at the
surface, for a clast buried at a depth of, say, 10 m,
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nuclide production due to nucleons has been re-
duced by a factor of 1037 from its surface value,
while production from muons is still about 15% of
its surface value. As we will discuss in Section 4,
if sediment is buried at insu¤cient depth, the
quantity of cosmogenic nuclides produced over
millions of years of burial can dominate the de-
caying number of such nuclides produced prior to
burial.

3. Ideal case of burial dating

In this section we describe how burial dating
works in a simple, prototypical case, using 26Al
and 10Be in quartz. Their mean lives are given by
dAl = 1.02 þ 0.04 Myr [26] and dBe = 2.18 þ 0.09
Myr [27]. We assume that quartz is exposed to
cosmic rays, and acquires certain concentrations
of these two nuclides, given by NAl(0) and NBe(0).
The quartz is then buried deeply enough so that
production by cosmic rays stops; this is the key
simplifying assumption of this entire section. At a
time t later (i.e. now) the concentrations of 26Al
and 10Be are given by:

NAl�t� � NAl�0�e3t=dAl ; NBe�t� � NBe�0�e3t=dBe

�4�

The amounts of these two nuclides remaining in
the quartz can be used to determine t, the burial
age. However, since the initial amounts NAl(0)
and NBe(0) are unknown, these equations cannot
yet be solved. The solution relies on the fact that
NAl(0) and NBe(0) are related, since the two nu-
clides were produced in the same piece of quartz,
by the same cosmic-ray £ux, over the same period
of time. Thus a model must be used to describe
the buildup of these nuclides prior to burial ; in
the rest of this section we discuss several possible
models.

3.1. Simplest buildup model

For the simplest model, we assume that the
exposure time T is much shorter than either of
the mean lives dAl and dBe and that production
rates are constant during this time interval. The

initial amounts are then given by the following
equations:

NAl�0� � PAlT; NBe�0� � PBeT �5�

Eq. 5 for the initial concentrations can then be
used in Eq. 4 to solve for the burial time t :

t � 3
dAldBe

dBe3dAl
ln

PBeNAl�t�
PAlNBe�t�
� �

�6�

This formula requires, besides knowledge of the
two mean lives, that the production rates of 26Al
and 10Be are known at the location of interest.
One advantage of being able to use this simple
buildup model is that only the ratio of the pro-
duction rates is needed and this ratio is largely
independent of latitude and altitude.

This prototype model can be used to illustrate
the expected precision of burial dating. Let R(t)
be the ratio of 26Al to 10Be. At burial this ratio
starts at a value of PAl/PBe, and then decreases to
zero with a time constant dburial given by:

d burial � dAldBe

dBe3dAl
�7�

(note that dBe s dAl). The characteristic time scale
of this method is set by dburial.

An uncertainty vR in measurement of the ratio
R translates into an uncertainty in the age vt giv-
en by:

vt � d burial
vR
R

�8�

For the 26Al^10Be case we are using as our ex-
ample, dburial = 1.92 Myr and a 5% error in mea-
suring R results in vt = 96 kyr.

Recall that Eq. 5 is based on the assumption
that the buildup time, T, is much shorter than
either mean life. It is possible to check the self-
consistency of this assumption. Once we know t,
we can use this value to compute the values of
NAl(0) and NBe(0). We can then use the produc-
tion rates, in combination with Eq. 5 to estimate
T and check if our assumption is correct. Note
also that we can use this simple model even if
the exposure history is complicated, as long as
the exposure time is short compared to the
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mean lives of the nuclides. We then interpret PAl

and PBe as average production rates; for the age
determination, only their ratio matters.

Finally, if production rates are constant, but
the exposure time is not short compared to the
mean lives, we may replace the approximate Eq.
5 with the complete equations:

NAl�0� � PAldAl�13e3T=dAl� �9�

NBe�0� � PBedBe�13e3T=dBe� �10�

Eqs. 9 and 10 may then be used in Eq. 4 to obtain
two equations in the two unknowns (T, t).

3.2. Preburial concentrations for an eroding
landform

A more sophisticated (and usually more realis-
tic) model for the preburial buildup of the cosmo-
genic nuclides can be constructed by assuming a
landform that is eroding at rate E. As the land-
form erodes, the quartz is exhumed to the surface
and then buried soon after. During the erosion
process the quartz is exposed to cosmic rays; we
assume that the production rate is depth-depen-
dent, given by the following formula:

PAl�z� � PAle3z=L; PBe�z� � PBee3z=L �11�

Here, PAl and PBe are production rates at the
surface and L is an attenuation length. These
equations are a simpli¢ed version of the more
complete theory presented in Section 2, with L
equal to L0. We will later discuss when the use
of these simpli¢ed equations is justi¢ed. If the
landform has eroded at a constant rate for a
long period of time, the initial concentrations of
the two nuclides are given by the following ex-
pressions:

NAl�0� � PAl

1
dAl
� E

L

�12�

NBe�0� � PBe

1
dBe
� E

L

�13�

Note that if the erosion rate is high (EdAlEL),
this model reduces to the simpler one described in
Section 3.1, with the time T given by T = L/E [7].
In this case the ratio R is independent of the ero-
sion rate, and the burial age is not sensitive to
variations in the erosion rate. To determine the
burial age [9] we combine Eqs. 12 and 13 with Eq.
4 to obtain:

NAl�t� � PAl

1
dAl
� E

L

e3t=dAl �14�

NBe�t� � PBe

1
dBe
� E

L

e3t=dBe �15�

Eqs. 14 and 15 are a set of two equations with
two unknowns (t and E). Solution of these equa-
tions yields, then, the burial age t and the erosion
rate E. This erosion rate is often referred to as the
`inherited' erosion rate, since it applies to the ero-
sion experienced by the quartz during its accumu-
lation of cosmogenic nuclides before its ¢nal bur-
ial.

For given data (i.e. measured values of NAl(t)
and NBe(t)), we may solve Eqs. 14 and 15 numeri-
cally for t and E. In the literature, however, the
solution is often presented graphically [6,7,9], in a
plot similar to Fig. 1. The ratio NAl(t)/NBe(t) is
plotted as a function of NBe(t). We may combine
Eqs. 14 and 15 to obtain the relation between
these plotted quantities:

NAl�t�
NBe�t� �

PAl

PdBe=dAl
Be

1
dBe
� E

L

� �dBe=dAl 1
dAl
� E

L

� �31

�NBe�t��dBe=d burial

�16�
For a ¢xed erosion rate, on a log^log plot, the
ratio is a linear function of NBe(t) with a slope
of dBe/dburial.

Immediately upon burial the ratio starts at the
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value given by:

NAl�0�
NBe�0� � PAl PBe �NBe�0� 1

dAl
3

1
dBe

� �� �31

�17�

This curve forms the upper limit to all possible
data points. The set of possible data points is
bounded on the right by the zero-erosion curve
that plots radioactive decay from a condition of
secular equilibrium [6] :

NAl�t�
NBe�t�
� �

E�0
�

PAldAl�PBedBe�3dBe=dAl�NBe�t��dBe=d burial �18�

3.3. Other preburial models

In Section 3.2 we treated the case in which the
quartz is derived from an eroding landform, and
assumed that the depth dependence of the cosmo-
genic nuclide production followed simple expo-
nential laws (Eq. 11). This led to Eqs. 12 and 13
for the initial concentrations. In some situations
the more complete equations presented in Section
2 must be used:

PAl�z� � A0e3z=L0 � A1e3z=L1 � A2e3z=L2 � A3e3z=L3

�19�

PBe�z� � B0e3z=L0 � B1e3z=L1 � B2e3z=L2 � B3e3z=L3

�20�
This leads to the following equations for the

initial concentrations when the quartz is part of
an eroding landform:

NAl�0� �

A0

1
dAl
� E

L0

� A1

1
dAl
� E

L1

� A2

1
dAl
� E

L2

� A3

1
dAl
� E

L3

�21�

NBe�0� �

B0

1
dBe
� E

L0

� B1

1
dBe
� E

L1

� B2

1
dBe
� E

L2

� B3

1
dBe
� E

L3

�22�
We can then combine these two equations with

Eq. 4 to get two simultaneous equations for two
unknowns (t and E) :

NAl�t� � A0

1
dAl
� E

L0

� A1

1
dAl
� E

L1

�

0BB@

A2

1
dAl
� E

L2

� A3

1
dAl
� E

L3

1CCAe3t=dAl �23�

Fig. 1. Burial dating plot showing the 26Al/10Be ratio and
10Be concentration in sediment. Production parameters from
the text were used to create the plot, which includes the ef-
fects of muonic production. Quartz grains with no burial his-
tory should plot between the `constant exposure' and `steady
erosion' lines de¢ned by Eqs. 9 and 10 and Eqs. 21 and 22
in the text [7]. Note that muonic production causes these
two lines to cross. For sediment that is buried and com-
pletely shielded from cosmic rays, the 26Al/10Be ratio de-
creases along a line parallel to the dashed `radioactive decay
line'. Million-year isochrons are shown for sediment burial
following steady erosion.
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NBe�t� � B0

1
dBe
� E

L0

� B1

1
dBe
� E

L1

�

0BB@

B2

1
dBe
� E

L2

� B3

1
dBe
� E

L3

1CCAe3t=dBe �24�

Of course, these are just more complicated ver-
sions of Eqs. 14 and 15. Measurement of the nu-
clide concentrations NAl(t) and NBe(t) allows us to
determine the burial age t. The graphical solution
to these equations is shown in Fig. 1.

When the erosion rate is low enough, only the
¢rst terms in Eqs. 21 and 22 are important and
the simpler equations (Eqs. 12 and 13) may be
used. Any cosmogenic nuclides produced by
muons at great depth will decay before the quartz
reaches the surface. This occurs when EIL1/dBe,
or when the erosion rate is less than about 0.001
mm/yr.

In the opposite limit, when the erosion rate is
very high:

NAl�0�W1
E
�A0L0 � A1L1 � A2L2 � A3L3� �25�

NBe�0�W1
E
�B0L0 � B1L1 � B2L2 � B3L3� �26�

In this high erosion limit, the last three terms
make non-negligible contributions. For example,
the last term in Eq. 25, due to fast muons, is 15%
of the ¢rst term. This occurs when EEL3/dBe, or
when the erosion rate is much greater than 0.01
mm/yr.

3.4. Complicated exposure histories

We have considered models in which the sedi-
ment source has been eroding at a constant rate
for a long period of time. For many landscapes
this situation may not hold. Even so, accounting
for variable erosion rates seldom a¡ects burial
dates signi¢cantly. As long as erosion rates are
su¤ciently rapid that radioactive decay may be
ignored (i.e. EE0.6 m/Myr) the initial 26Al/10Be

ratio is una¡ected by even large variations in ero-
sion rate. Even in slowly eroding landscapes such
as Australia [28,29], southern Africa [30], and the
central US [11], measured 26Al/10Be ratios in sedi-
ment fall near their expected steady-state values.
Exceptions arise in situations where sediment is
repeatedly buried for long periods of time, such
as in migrating sand dunes [6] or beneath ice
sheets [8]. 26Al/10Be ratios may also be lowered
where erosion occurs by spalling large sheets of
bedrock [15,30]. Where sediment may have been
derived from areas with complicated preburial ex-
posure histories, cosmogenic burial dates should
be considered maximum ages.

4. Postburial nuclide production

In Section 3 we considered the most straightfor-
ward case of burial dating, in which production of
cosmogenic nuclides completely stops at the time
of burial. In this section we will discuss situations
in which production does not completely cease
upon burial.

4.1. Burial at constant depth

Suppose that quartz was buried at time t = 0 at
depth z = d, with inherited nuclide concentrations
NAl(0) and NBe(0). However, in contrast to Sec-
tion 3, cosmogenic nuclide production continues
because the quartz is not buried deeply enough to
completely shield the cosmic radiation. Thus, the
nuclide concentrations are given by (we assume
that the depth remains constant at z = d) :

NAl�t� � NAl�0�e3t=dAl � PAl�d�dAl 13e3t=dAl

� �
�27�

NBe�t� � NBe�0�e3t=dBe � PBe�d�dBe 13e3t=dBe

� �
�28�

Eqs. 27 and 28 are a set of two equations for
two unknowns, where one of the unknowns is the
burial time t. The other unknown is either T (if we
use Eq. 5 to describe the initial concentrations) or
E (if we use Eqs. 12 and 13 or Eqs. 21 and 22).
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The importance of postburial production in de-
termining an accurate burial age is governed by
several factors:

1. For a ¢xed t the longer the preburial exposure,
the smaller the e¡ects of postburial production
will be. One should realize, however, that no
matter how long this preburial exposure lasts,
the initial concentrations are bounded above
by their saturation values, given by Eq. 35.

2. For ¢xed values of the initial concentrations,
the longer the burial period, the more impor-
tant postburial production becomes.

3. The deeper the burial, the less important post-
burial production becomes.

In Eqs. 27 and 28 the ¢rst term is decreasing as
time goes on, while the second term, representing
the postburial production, is increasing. The time
at which the second term equals a fraction L of
the ¢rst term, with perhaps L= 0.2, gives a rough
estimate of the time at which postburial produc-
tion becomes signi¢cant. Solving for this time for
26Al gives:

t� � dAlln 1� L NAl�0�
PAl�d�dAl

� �
�29�

For burial times much shorter than t* postburi-
al production can be safely ignored, while for
times comparable to or longer than t*, calculation
of the burial time will be seriously in error if post-
burial production is ignored. Fig. 2 displays plots
of t* as a function of burial depth for several
choices of initial nuclide concentrations.

The magnitude of the postburial production ef-
fects can be illustrated in another way. Suppose,
for a given set of data (i.e. NAl(t), NBe(t)) we solve
Eqs. 27 and 28 for the two unknowns (t, T), using
Eq. 5 to model the initial concentrations. We can
solve for (t, T) using the complete equations to
get the true burial age; we can also solve for (t, T)
by ignoring the second terms in Eqs. 27 and 28,
thus computing a burial age tnaive which ignores
postburial production. Fig. 3 shows a plot of the
naive age versus the true burial age, for several
choices of T. For shorter values of t, and longer
values of T, the value of tnaive is not far o¡. As the

burial time increases, however, the incorrect cal-
culation becomes more and more unsatisfactory.

An example of the importance of muons for
shallowly buried samples can be seen in an ab-
stract presented by Granger and Smith [31], who
ignored muon production when interpreting 26Al
and 10Be in sediments buried at a depth of about
10 m in an abandoned river channel. They incor-
rectly inferred that the samples had been buried
for 1.13 þ 0.16 Myr. Later analyses of the same
data included postburial production by muons,
and the burial age was then inferred to be
1.50 þ 0.30 Myr [32].

4.2. Burial at time-dependent depth

In the previous subsection we assumed that a
quartz clast was buried at time t = 0 at a constant
depth z = d. We now discuss three di¡erent ways
to analyze a situation in which the postburial

Fig. 2. This ¢gure shows a plot of t* as a function of depth.
Eq. 29 is used to compute t*, with L= 0.2. The lower curve
has NAl(0) = PAlT, with T = 0.03 Myr, while the upper curve
has NAl(0) = PAldAl, its saturation value. t* is an estimate of
the timescale, for a given depth, at which muons seriously af-
fect the burial dating method.
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depth is not constant. This depth may vary with
time because of erosion, or because more material
is later deposited on the surface.

4.2.1. Subtracting postburial production
If postburial production can be accounted for

and subtracted from the data then the methods of
Section 3 can be applied to the corrected 26Al and
10Be concentrations. For example this subtraction
procedure could work on a strath terrace where
sediment is deposited on quartz-bearing bedrock.
In this scenario, the sediment contains inherited
concentrations of cosmogenic nuclides, while the
bedrock initially contains no cosmogenic nuclides.
After burial both the bedrock surface and the
sediment are exposed to the same cosmic rays
for the same period of time at the same burial
depth, and so have the same postburial cosmo-

genic nuclide production. Concentrations in the
bedrock quartz can then be subtracted from the
concentrations in the sediment quartz to deter-
mine the remaining quantities of inherited nu-
clides in the sediment.

4.2.2. Depth pro¢le method
Suppose at time t = 0 a layer of sediment of

thickness D containing quartz clasts is deposited,
and immediately buried under a layer of overbur-
den. The quartz throughout the sediment layer is
taken to have initial concentrations of NAl(0) and
NBe(0). If the sediment layer remains of thickness
D, but its depth varies with time, then at a later
time t (i.e. now) the nuclide concentrations within
the sediment layer are given by:

NAl�z; t� � NAl�0�e3t=dAl �
X3

j�0

Qje3z=Lj �30�

NBe�z; t� � NBe�0�e3t=dBe �
X3

j�0

Sje3z=Lj �31�

The coe¤cients Qj and Sj depend on the burial
time t, but are independent of the present depth z.
Note that in deriving these equations it is not
necessary to assume a constant erosion rate.

One possible strategy for determining the burial
age t is to collect samples at various depths z, and
measure the nuclide concentrations in the quartz.
We can then ¢t this z-dependent data to Eqs. 30
and 31, thereby obtaining values for the coe¤-
cients Qj and Sj, and for the initial z-independent
terms. Using this ¢t, we then obtain the following
two equations:

FAl � NAl�0�e3t=dAl ; FBe � NBe�0�e3t=dBe �32�

where the values of FAl and FBe are concentra-
tions that come from the ¢t of the data. The ini-
tial concentrations may then be modeled by any
of the methods given in Section 3 to determine the
burial age t.

The strategy described above has a major weak-
ness. Unless data can be collected from a wide
enough range of depths, ¢tting the data to Eqs.
30 and 31 does not produce a well-constrained set

Fig. 3. Plot of the naive burial age versus the true burial
age. As discussed in Section 4, the true age is computed by
solving Eqs. 27 and 28, with the initial concentrations given
by Eq. 5; the naive age is computed by ignoring the muonic
production e¡ects in these equations. The lower curve has
T = 0.02 Myr, while the middle curve has T = 0.04 Myr; both
curves have a depth equal to 10 m. The straight line gives
the line on which the naive age equals the true age.
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of values for the unknown coe¤cients. In partic-
ular, the leading z-independent terms will not be
determined with good precision.

4.2.3. Depth pro¢le with constant erosion rate
The strategy presented in Section 4.2.2 has the

advantage of not assuming a constant erosion rate
in the determination of the burial age; however, it
can su¡er from a poorly constrained ¢t and thus a
poorly determined age. One way to remedy this is
to assume that after burial (at time t = 0) the sedi-
ment layer of thickness D is exhumed at a con-
stant erosion rate Ep [10]. (The subscript `p' in-
dicates postburial erosion rate, in contrast to the
inherited erosion rate E which appears in Section
3.) With this assumption, the values for the coef-
¢cients Sj and Qj are given by:

Qj � Aj
�13e3�1=dAl�Ep=Lj�t�

1=dAl � Ep=Lj
�33�

Sj � Bj
�13e3�1=dBe�Ep=Lj�t�

1=dBe � Ep=Lj
�34�

Eqs. 30 and 31 may then be ¢t to the data with
only three unknowns (t, E, and Ep) which can be
accurately determined.

5. Age range of burial dating

The e¡ective range of burial dating depends on
the nuclides being used. For 26Al and 10Be in
quartz the lower limit of the method is of order
100 kyr; this value is essentially a matter of ex-
perimental error.

Recall from Section 3.1 that an uncertainty of
5% in the 26Al/10Be ratio led to an uncertainty in
age of 96 kyr. The 26Al/10Be ratio is determined
by measuring 26Al/27Al and 10Be/9Be with AMS,
and by using chemical methods to determine the
concentrations of the stable isotopes 27Al and 9Be.
The AMS measurements of these two isotope ra-
tios are typically limited to a precision of 3%, and
so the uncertainty due to the AMS measurements
is at least 4^5%. The chemistry will introduce ad-
ditional uncertainty.

In addition to the errors in measuring R, there

are systematic uncertainties. The production rates
are not known to better than several percent, and
they also vary with time. The mean lives for 26Al
and 10Be are also known only to within several
percent. When we take into account all of the
above sources of error, we can see that achieving
uncertainties below about 100 kyr will pose a se-
vere challenge.

The upper limit of the age range for burial dat-
ing is of order 5 Myr. Several factors help in set-
ting this limit. One obvious point is that as the
burial time increases, the decreasing amounts of
10Be and 26Al in the quartz become di¤cult to
measure. At present the detection limits for the
ratios 26Al/27Al and 10Be/9Be are of order 10315

[2]. Note that there is an upper limit to the con-
centrations present at burial :

NBe�0� 9 PBedBe; NAl�0� 9 PAldAl �35�

where the production rates in these equations are
the surface values.

These values will seldom be reached in actual
samples. In fact, samples may often be buried
with very low cosmogenic nuclide concentrations,
in which case the practical upper limit to the buri-
al dating technique may be less than 5 Myr. It is
important to note that the absence of cosmogenic
nuclides in a buried clast can result from either a
long burial time or a short preburial exposure. It
is not possible to distinguish these possibilities
without additional information.

Another reason for the upper age limit, for
burial depths less than about 30 m, is that nuclide
production continues after burial, mainly due to
muons. The methodology of burial dating is
based on the decrease with time of the nuclide
concentrations. After enough time has passed, ra-
dioactive decay will be balanced by production
and this decrease will stop. The time at which
postburial production essentially destroys the
method's e¡ectiveness can be estimated from Eq.
29. To obtain the largest, most optimistic value
for this estimate, we may use Eq. 35 for the initial
concentrations. We see that, even for burial at
depths ranging up to 30 m, the logarithm in Eq.
29 can at most evaluate to about 5, giving an
e¡ective range t* of order 5 Myr.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Other cosmogenic nuclides

We have discussed burial dating using 26Al and
10Be in quartz. This pair of nuclides is particularly
attractive for burial dating. Although the produc-
tion rates for these isotopes are a¡ected by lati-
tude, altitude, and depth, the rates for the two
isotopes are a¡ected in the same way; their ratio
is largely independent of these factors. Other cos-
mogenic nuclide pairs may not have this conven-
ient feature.

We now discuss other cosmogenic nuclides
which have potential use in burial dating. 36Cl
has a mean life of dCl = 0.444 Myr and is produced
primarily in rocks containing Cl, K, and Ca. If
this nuclide is paired with 10Be, then dburial = 0.56
Myr; recall that dburial was de¢ned in Section 3,
and is the characteristic decay time for the nuclide
ratio R. Thus, this pair of nuclides could be used
for somewhat shorter burial times than the 26Al^
10Be pair, and would have an uncertainty in burial
age of about 30 kyr.

A di¤culty in using the 36Cl^10Be pair is that
their relative production rates can vary over a
wide range, because 36Cl production is composi-
tion-dependent. In addition, 36Cl is also produced
by thermal neutron capture, which has a di¡erent
depth dependence than nuclear spallation [19].
Thus, the 36Cl^10Be pair should be used with cau-
tion, and only in rocks where the inherited ratio
of 36Cl to 10Be can be reliably estimated.

Another candidate for burial dating is 14C in
quartz. Its mean life is dC = 8267 yr, which, if
combined with 10Be gives a value of dburial = 8298
yr. Thus, the 14C^10Be pair could be used to mea-
sure burial times of order thousands to tens of
thousands of years. However, the fast decay of
14C suggests that most slowly eroding rocks may
have 14C concentrations near secular equilibrium
(i.e. NC(0) = PCdC). The initial ratio of 14C to lon-
ger-lived radionuclides may then vary over a wide
range. One possible simplifying feature in using
14C is that its inherited concentration could be
assumed to be equal to its secular equilibrium
value; then,14C could be used alone for burial
dating, with no need for another nuclide.

Finally, stable cosmogenic nuclides such as 3He
and 21Ne can potentially be used in tandem with
unstable nuclides to date sediment burial. The
stable nuclide would be used to infer the preburial
exposure history, which would allow one to deter-
mine the initial concentration of the unstable nu-
clide and the burial age. The primary di¤culty
with stable nuclides is that their concentrations
depend on the long term exposure history of the
rock, while radionuclides record a rock's exposure
or erosion history only over the timescale of ra-
dioactive decay. Stable nuclides must therefore be
used with caution.

6.2. Directions for future research

One important goal of future research is to im-
prove the accuracy and precision of burial dating.
At present, accuracy is not usually limited by the
precision of AMS measurements but by uncer-
tainties in production rates and decay times. It
is particularly important to understand the pro-
duction rates of the various cosmogenic nuclides.
Careful measurements should be made of cosmo-
genic nuclide production rates with depth in well-
constrained geological sites, at a variety of lati-
tudes and altitudes, to fully understand how pro-
duction rates vary at depths of up to 30 m
[23,24,33].

Finally, methods should be developed for using
three cosmogenic nuclides in a single rock or sedi-
ment sample. Provided that production of all
three nuclides follows the same behavior with
depth, measurement of three concentrations over-
constrains the equations presented in this paper.
Addition of the third measurement would permit
a test of the constant exposure or steady erosion
assumptions, and would con¢rm that sediment
has been buried only once. Developments such
as these would improve the con¢dence with which
burial dating could be applied in a wide variety of
geologic environments.
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